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Editorial address,

by Henk Staats
FROM THE NEW EDITOR

It is a profound pleasure to open this issue of the
IAPS Bulletin as the new Editor. I am honored to
take over from Ricardo Garcia-Mira who did such
a tremendous job as Editor, and for such a long
period. We, as IAPS community should be very
grateful for his commitment. Like the earlier issues
this Issue 47 is rich in content, ideas, historical
information and important news. Sadly it also
contains the obituary of one of us, Dick Urban
Vestbro, prominent member of IAPS, eminently
portrayed by Roderick Lawrence. But apart from
that the issue testifies to IAPS as being a very
much alive and prospering organization. The
number of conferences organized or inspired by
IAPS, presented in this issue, is evidence of that.
And a look at the places where these conferences
are organized shows that the ideas of IAPS are
being disseminated worldwide: it is no longer just
Europe and the US, but it is also Peru, and China,
from which reports of conferences have been sent
and where representatives of IAPS have attended.
However, it is certainly not the case that Europe
and the US are no longer active; important events
took place in Paris, at Tenerife, in Plymouth and in
Brooklyn, NY, this year. We have reports of these
conferences in this issue by Dorothee Marchand
(Paris), José Antonio Corraliza (Tenerife),
Ferdinando Fornara (Plymouth). Ann Sloan Devlin
and Sanjoy Mazumdar report on EDRA and in some
detail about the EDRA@50 symposium where the
history and future of EDRA where discussed.

This year’s EDRA conference, in Brooklyn,
celebrated its 50th anniversary and was mirrored
in 50 years of Environment and Behavior, one of
our flagship journals, celebrated in an Anniversary
Issue, June 2019. As a discipline we clearly
have arrived at a respectable age, which will
also be commemorated in the next IAPS 2020
conference, in Quebec, celebrating five decades
of our organization. The theme of next year’s
IAPS conference “Running out of time” does not
refer to the age of our organization but to the
pressing issues we have to deal with and that only
make our potential role more significant. In this
time- and history- aware spirit we have in this
issue a valuable contribution on the history of
Environmental Psychology in Europe, its birthplace
in Surrey, England, by Birgitta Gatersleben. Also
In this issue three new members of the IAPS
board present their ideas and motivation to work
for IAPS: Silvia Collado, Adina Dumitru, Sarah
Payne. They represent the future of IAPS, their
enthusiasm will certainly contribute to the further
success of our organization. And we have the
joint contributions of IAPS members in scientific
work: this issue contains a list of scientific journal
articles, book chapters and books, authored by
IAPS members in 2018-2019. It is an impressive
list, and a treasure trove of relevant and inspiring
material, thanks to the efforts of Adriana Portella,
who invited all of us to send our work, an invitation
that received very good response.
I wish you a good read!
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Greetings from the past Editor,

by Ricardo García-Mira
I appreciate the invitation of Henk Staats to share
this editorial, from where I want to take the
opportunity to extend my recognition and gratitude
to all those who have collaborated here with the
Bulletin line, sending publications, news, projects
to publicize, reviews , etc. All this has contributed
to enrich this organization and accumulate an
important bagage. Over the past fifty years,
IAPS has meant a meeting point for researchers,
an opportunity to form research groups and
consortiums, or an opportunity to exchange
and interact with each other. Communicating
results, news and ideas from members has been a
necessary task.

I want from here to wish Henk all the best. I always
knew that leaving the Bulletin in his hands was a
safe move. Henk, whom I have known for 28 years,
and of whom I have followed his work in different
periods, is a thorough and rigorous researcher, with
extensive experience in the field of environmental
and behavioral studies. I am sure he will do a
great job. I wish it that way and I offer myself
to collaborate in everything in which he or the
organization want from me.
In any case, see you in Quebec!!

It has been a great pleasure for me to work as an
Editor. It is a chance to know IAPS in all its breadth,
as well as to make contact with different realities
and strategies of study and research within our
scientific field throughout the world. This has been
the most exciting part of my experience.
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Environmental Psychology at
the University of Surrey a brief history For IAPS bulletin

Birgitta Gatersleben
University of Surrey, School of Psychology,
Environmental Psychology Research Group.
Guildford GU2 7XH, Surrey, England.
b.gatersleben@surrey.ac.uk

The Environmental Psychology Research Group is one
of the few of its kind in the world. The work at Surrey is
applied and multidisciplinary and tackles a broad range of
people-environment issues from workplace design, to place
attachment, environmental risk and sustainable lifestyles.
This work is shaped by the group’s unique history which
started in the early 1970’s. In this short essay we reflect
upon this history and how it has shaped the work of the
group today.
1970’s

Environmental Psychology at the University of Surrey
arguably started with the appointment of Terence Lee as
head of department in the early 70’s. The earliest work
reflected Terence’s interests in urban planning. This came
about through the research he undertook for his PhD at
Cambridge on the concept of neighbourhood, following his
supervisor, Sir Frederick Bartlett’s interest in schemata.
Terence attracted to Surrey all the key researchers in the
UK with an interest in environmental psychology. In 1971
he appointed David Canter who, prior to that, held an
unusual position as a psychology researcher in the School of
Architecture at the University of Strathclyde. David Canter’s
early research and interest in the design and functioning
of hospital wards, and his later work on offices, schools,
prisons, housing and other building forms contributed

significantly to establishing Surrey’s international
teaching and research reputation in these areas. While at
Surrey David developed his widely cited ‘theory of place’
(Canter, 1977) that provided a framework for considering
how people relate to and make sense of their physical
environment.

David Canter
Other early members of the environmental psychology
‘team’ were Peter Stringer (died 2001), Ian Griffiths (died,
1996) and Ian Donald. Peter Stringer came from the Bartlett
School of Architecture at University College London (?)
(UCL). He was particularly interested in mapping and
public participation in planning. Ian Griffiths had read
Psychology as an undergraduate with David Canter and had
previously worked with John Langdon at the Government’s
Building Research Establishment (BRE) and WS Atkins.
David Uzzell came to Surrey in 1974 having graduated in
Geography at Liverpool. He worked with Peter Stringer and
then Terence Lee in the late 1970s and 80s in the area of
public participation in urban planning and environmental
risk. Mention should also be made of Jonathan Sime, a
PhD and research fellow Associate Lecturer at Surrey who
was a notable researcher in the area of behaviour in fires.
Jonathan died in 2001, and the annual Jonathan Sime Award
(administered from Surrey) for best UK undergraduate
dissertation in people-environment studies, was set up in
his name.
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Peter Stringer
The expertise in environmental
psychology led David Canter to
establish the first MSc in Environmental
Psychology in the world at Surrey
in 1973. At that time, the only other
postgraduate programme on the topic
was the Doctoral (PhD) Program at
City University New York (CUNY). It
remains the only such Masters’ Program
in the UK and still one of very few
internationally. The MSc Program has
produced many graduates who went on
to work as professional environmental
psychologists at academic institutions
and environmental consultancies across
the world including Clare TwiggerRoss (Environment Agency and
Collingwood Environmental Planning
Limited, UK), Linda Groat (University
of Michigan), Daniel Iacofano (MIG
and Berkeley), Patrick Devine-Wright
(School of Human Geography, Exeter,
UK), Ferdinando Fornara (University
of Cagliari, Italy), Sarah Payne (HeriotWatt University, Edinburgh), and
Lily Bernheimer (USA: Independent
consultant USA and author of the book
“The Shaping of Us: How Everyday
Spaces Shape Our Lives”), to name but
a few.

1980’s

In 1980, whilst on sabbatical
at Berkeley, California, David
Canter established the Journal of
Environmental Psychology, which
is now one of the leading academic
journals in the area.
During the eighties the research
focus of the Environmental Psychology
group at Surrey expanded from a
focus on place, space, architecture
and planning topics into the field of
environmental risk. This was partly a
result of Terence Lee’s interest in risk
perception, in response to societal
and government concerns about the
siting of nuclear power stations and
the disposal of nuclear and chemical

waste. This focus on risk perception
was also found in influential work led
by David Canter on people’s behaviour
in fires and emergency situations
(Canter, 1980; Fennell, 1988), the
Inquiry into crowd safety and control
at sports grounds (Canter, Comber, &
Uzzell, 1989; Popplewell, 1986), and
the development of safety cultures
in industry (Donald & Young, 1996).
This interest and expertise in risk has
continued through to the present day
and has included research on accidents
and safety in domestic settings, risk and
hazards in children’s play spaces, and in
the countryside from zoonotic diseases.
Through the 1980s, David Uzzell
also undertook research on heritage
interpretation including the evaluation
of visitor learning in museums and
interpretive centres. He developed
the concept ‘hot interpretation’,
based on Abelson’s concept of ‘hot
cognitions’, calling for the inclusion of
affective experiences to understand
the interpreted past. These ideas
influenced the design of museum
exhibits and thinking around the world.

first paper by a psychologist in the UK
on behaviour change and the public
understanding of climate change. This
was the beginning of the Department’s
25-year history of working on
the psychology of climate change,
and sustainable consumption and
production. David Uzzell was also very
important in the IAPS organization:
he was Secretary from 1994-1998
and then President of IAPS, from 1998
to 2004. Very recently, beginning of
November this year, his contribution to
the field and to IAPS in particular was
recognized through his nomination as
Doctor Honoris Causa of the University
of A Coruna, Spain. The photograph
shows the moment of receiving the
title, presented by Ricardo Garcia-Mira,
head of the Environmental Research
Group of A Coruna, and also former
president of IAPS.

1990’s

David Canter and Ian Donald left Surrey
in the 1990s and both went on to be
Professors of Psychology and Heads of
the Department of Psychology at the
University of Liverpool, where they are
now both Emeritus Professors. David
Uzzell took over the running of the
Environmental Psychology Research
Group and MSc. During this period the
focus of the group turned more towards
the investigation of environmental
risks and sustainable behaviour (e.g.,
examining the role of children as
catalysts of environmental change).

David Uzzell
In 1990, at the invitation of the then
Chair of the ESRC (Economic and
Social Research Council), Professor
Howard Newby, David Uzzell gave the
IAPS - BULLETIN 47 | WINTER 2019

The work on sustainable development
was enhanced with the arrival
of Birgitta Gatersleben from the
University of Groningen in 1998.
Birgitta came to Surrey to work
as a Surrey Scholar on a project
examining transport generated air
pollution and sustainable transport.
Birgitta Gatersleben was (perhaps
unaware) part of the environmental
psychology community early on.
After studying architecture for two
years at the University of Delft she
joined the Department of Psychology
in Leiden where she completed her
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Air quality monitoring unite in Guildford - 1999.

final dissertation project under
supervision of Henk Staats, another
long-standing environmental
psychologist on “mood as a function
of environmental forest design”. From
there she went to the University
of Groningen to complete her PhD
under supervision of Charles Vlek on
sustainable consumption and quality
of life. Her PhD was one of the few
early multidisciplinary projects on
environmental issues.

2000’s

Sustainable lifestyles continued
to be a key focus of research at
Surrey when the group worked with
colleagues in engineering on several
large-scale multidisciplinary projects
funded by the UK research founding
councils (RESOLVE, CUSP, REDUCE),
government (SLRG) and the European
Commission (BARENERGY). During
that period Wokje Abrahamse (now
at the School of Geography in Victoria,

New Zeeland) joined Surrey as did
Niamh Murtagh (now in the Bartlett
School of Construction Management
at University College London).
Understanding and promoting
sustainable lifestyles still is an
important area of work in Surrey today.
This includes work on wellbeing and
environmental sustainability, building
on Birgitta’s PhD (Druckman &
Gatersleben, 2019; Isham, Gatersleben
& Jackson, 2018) as well as work

Linda Steg, Birgitta Gatersleben, David Uzzell, Marketta Kytta and Charlotte Clark at Surrey in 2000.
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2010’s

Environmental Psychology MSc students by the millennium bridge 2001.

on the role of values and identities
(Gatersleben, et al., 2017; Murtagh,
Gatersleben & Uzzell, 2012). And again
the Surrey group contributed to the
management of the IAPS organization:
Birgitta was Treasurer of IAPS from
2006 t to 2010.
The particular contribution
and perspective on environmental
sustainability by David Uzzell was
recognised in 2008 by an invitation to
represent the American Psychological
Association at the United Nations in
New York at the Annual Psychology
Day. And in 2010, he was invited

to give the prestigious Joint British
Academy/British Psychological
Society Annual Lecture. With his
colleague, Professor Nora Räthzel at
the University of Umeå, he has been
responsible for bringing together
academics working in various
disciplines in countries across the
Global North and South to investigate,
under the heading of environmental
labour studies, how organised labour
and the trade union movement are
contributing to the international
debate and action on climate change
(Räthzel & Uzzell, 2013).

Studying public transport use in 21st century London.
IAPS - BULLETIN 47 | WINTER 2019

David Uzzell retired in 2017 and
Birgitta Gatersleben took over
the running of the group. The
Environmental Research Group
continued to grow, which meant that
new and old research interests could
be taken up (again) including topics
such as the study of place, nature
experiences and environmental
design. Although some of these topics
never left the group and were a key
focus of many PhD (and MSc) projects
which have examined a wide range
of topics such as privacy in open
plan offices (Clara Weber, 2019),
place attachment and environmental
actions (Catherine Turton, 2016),
the restorative benefits of birdsong
(Ellie Ratcliffe, 2015), when walking
in nature is not restorative (Matthew
Andrews, 2010), socio-environmental
affordances of adolescent
environments (Charley Clark, 2002),
and symbolic heritage and the
reconstruction of identity (Seung Ho
Youn, 2007).
Kayleigh Wyles joined as a
lecturer in Environmental Psychology
in 2016, from the University of
Plymouth where she had been
researching psychological factors in
relation to threats facing the marine
environment (e.g. microplastics and
marine litter), and people’s use and
experience of this natural setting
(Wyles, Pahl, Holland, Thompson,
2017). Chris Jones joined shortly
after that from the University of
Sheffield and brought his interests
and expertise in assessing attitudes
and behaviour towards established
and emerging supply and demand
side energy technologies options (e.g.
nuclear power, wind power, carbon
dioxide storage and utilisation, smart
metering; Jones, Olfe-Kraeutlein,
Naims, & Armstrong, 2017), and
assessing the factors that facilitate
and inhibit action on environmental
issues and the promotion of more
sustainable lifestyles. The latest
recruit to the group is Ellie Ratcliffe.
Ellie completed her PhD at the
University of Surrey studying the
restorative benefits of bird song
(Ratcliffe, Gatersleben, Sowden,
2016). From there she went
to Finland to work with Kalevi
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Korpela for two years examining
environmental restoration and place
(Ratcliffe & Korpela, 2018). After
leaving Finland she briefly worked
at Imperial College London and in
2019 she joined the University of
Surrey as a lecturer in Environmental
Psychology.
Several years ago, the School
of Psychology moved from the
Faculty of Arts and Humanities, to
the Faculty of Health and Medical
Sciences. This has been an exciting
development and provided a moment
to reflect on our research focus and
opportunities. Undoubtedly, we see
this as being of benefit to the group’s
work on wellbeing in natural and
built environments, a key research
theme together with environmental
sustainability.

the only one. However, the EPRG in
Surrey remains an important and
unique centre of environmental
psychology research and teaching. Like
other groups sustainability is now a
key topic in research and teaching,
but unlike other groups Surrey also
maintains a strong tradition in topics
related to what used to be called
architectural psychology. The MSc
continues to attract psychologists
as well as architects, designers and
planners from across the world with
an interest in creating better places for
people and the planet.

The Environmental Psychology
Research Group at Surrey is unique
because of its history. It is one of the
longest standing research groups
in this field in the world. Since the
70’s it has taught more than 400 MSc
and 50 PhD students and has hosted
many visiting researchers. Several
leading Environmental Psychologists
have worked and/or studied at
Surrey. This history will shape the
future of the group, building on its
experience and reputation of tackling
emerging environment-behaviour
issues.

Guildford high street.

Flooding in Guildford.

THE EPRG AT SURREY, PAST,
PRESENT AND FUTURE

The field of Environmental psychology
is growing rapidly. The term
environmental psychology is more
likely to be found in academic curricula
in many academic institutions.
Research groups (e.g., Cardiff,
Plymouth, Groningen) have expanded
significantly in the last few decades
and new Environmental Psychology
journals have been established,
such as Psyecology and Frontiers
in Psychology – Environmental
Psychology. The Environmental
Psychology MSc at Surrey is no longer
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Nature for resilient city,
urban quality and well-being
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION AND MITIGATION BY NATURE.
WHICH ISSUES FOR URBAN ECOLOGY, URBAN QUALITY AND WELL-BEING?

Dorothée Marchand
(CSTB) Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment, 84
avenue Jean Jaurès, Champs sur Marne, 77447 Marne la
Vallée cedex 2.
dorothee.marchand@cstb.fr

Emeline Bailly
(CSTB) Centre Scientifique et Technique du Bâtiment, 84
avenue Jean Jaurès, Champs sur Marne, 77447 Marne la
Vallée cedex 2.
emeline.bailly@cstb.fr

International Forum Think Nature
Paris 4 & 5th April 2019
Nature Based Solutions to design Nature in city and to
face climate change.
The objective of the Paris forum1 we organised at CSTB
(Centre scientific et technique du Batiment) in the
context of Think Nature European research project
H2020, was to study if nature is a vector of urban
resilience for urban quality and well-being. We were
committed, through an interdisciplinary scientific
viewpoint with engineers and urban policy stakeholders,
to understand the levers and the possibilities. The forum
was organized over two days. Here we focus on the
outcomes of the second day of the forum which raised
the question: Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation
by Nature. What are the issues relating to urban ecology,
urban quality and well-being?

The stakes facing climate change, combined with the context
of increasing urbanization, call for considering the possibilities
of adaptation and urban mitigation to environmental issues
while ensuring the well-being, quality of life, urban quality of
the metropolises that have become the primary environment
for people. With this perspective in mind, nature, and more
specifically, Nature-Based Solutions (NBS), offer prospects
for resilience and improvement of the urban quality of urban
spaces. This question involves a new urban paradigm which
relies on nature-culture reconciliation. This paradigm relies
on new perceptions of the relationships between individuals,
nature and cities. The idea of a new union between nature
and cities emerges as a new way of designing resilient urban
environments. Nature is not limited to the idea of a city
of nature, a symbol of the antithesis of the technological
artefact. Nature and NBS can constitute a new way of thinking
about more resilient cities to face climatic hazards, but also
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Event « renature the space »,
Place de la République, Paris, 2018

to answer to the urban and social
challenges raised by metropolisation.
Nature is then considered in its global
sense; “One nature.” Urban nature
doesn’t only refer to vegetation, wildlife
or artificial nature. It refers to the four
main categories of natural elements:
water, land/soil, air, and fire/energy.
Nature-based solutions are more
or less innovative according to historical
strategies for adapting human societies
to their natural environment and their
hazards. They are based on an ecosystemic approach, the observation and

mobilization of the understanding of
nature to adapt inhabited environments
and reduce vulnerability to climate
issues and events. In our opinion, the
NBS concept constitutes the first step
in rethinking nature in urban spaces.
It questions the former scientific
and political horizons as it requires
redesigning the human vision of nature
in its relationship with inhabited,
constructed spaces; the city.
Thinking about NBS, holistically,
enables us to understand the
interdependencies between the various
dimensions. This permits complex
thinking to consider all the fundamental
concepts and to enter into a dialogic
process to assess the wanted and
unwanted impacts before putting in
place any measure. Complex thinking
is necessary to deal with uncertainty,
mistakes, and risks (Morin, 2014). This
is necessary, because of the multiple
advantages which are likely coupled
with unwanted effects.
Aiming to go deeper in knowledge
sharing and action for NBS, we
designed day 2 of the forum in plenary
(to create a common background)
and parallel sessions (to focus on the
possibilities of nature as a potential
vector of adaptation and mitigation in
urban areas). We first summarize the
presentations of the researchers, experts
and policy makers, then we report the
main lessons of this research day.
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FIRST PLENARY SESSION:
NATURE FOR URBAN
ADAPTATION AND MITIGATION
TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Sébastien Maire (General Delegate for
Ecological Transition and Resilience
of the City of Paris), Gilles Boeuf
(Biologist, University of Pierre and
Marie Curie), Sandra Naumann
(Ecologic Institute) and Chris Younes
(Philosopher, GERPHAU - ENSA Paris
la Villette) presented and exchanged
the present relationship between
humans and nature. Taking nature
into account and integrating it as a
part of our lives is likely to bring more
respect towards the environment. NBS
can contribute to urban adaptation
and mitigation to climate change, but
the related actions need to be more
encompassing (e.g. carbon storage,
cooling effect, filtration of air and
water, provision of cooler places
during heat waves, better quality of
life, better management of floods).
This endeavor would reconnect us this
with nature and become integrated in
our way of life. The speakers stressed
the importance of nature for resilience
of cities. They insisted on the need
to connect the different NBS, to
articulate different territorial scales.
And they defended nature as a great
source of inspiration and opportunity
to build a new imaginary of human
place in the nature.
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SECOND PLENARY SESSION:
ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE
CHANGE, ECOLOGICAL ISSUES,
URBAN QUALITY AND WELL-BEING

Enric Pol (Environmental psychologist,
University of Barcelona), Nathalie
Blanc (Geographer, University Paris
Diderot), Luc Schuiten (Architect)
and both of us shared the idea that
nature and, more specifically NBS, can
constitute a new way to create more
resilient cities to face climatic hazards.
Nature can also offer solutions for
challenges raised by metropolisation.
Nature is there considered in its
global sense; “One nature” and not
only as a green infrastructure. The
speakers insisted on the need to
change the urban quality of place, by
improved participation of the local
population in NBS projects. Urban
nature has to be thought of as an
opportunity for a sensitive experience
of nature, a contribution to urban
quality, wellbeing, reduction of
stress. They proposed to link naturebased solutions, and more especially
renaturation projects, to social
considerations.
PARALLEL SESSIONS:
CAN NATURE ENHANCE URBAN
RESILIENCE?

Can nature support quality of life
and resilience?
Ricardo Garcia Mira (Environmental
Psychologist, University of A Coruna),
Morgane Colombert (Engineer EIVP)
and Sebastien Maire depict broadly
how nature, natural elements and
vegetation can contribute to improve
human resilience. Nature has a
restorative effect, contributes to relieve
stress, and creates areas to citizens
for socializing. Nature can contribute
to resilience by adapting the city to
hazards as floods and heat stress.
Can green housing quality
encourage resilience?
Rick Bell (Columbia University,
formerly worked at the City of New
York), Maeva Sabre (Climatologist,
CSTB) and Alain Maugard (President
of QUALIBAT and European France)
identified an evolution of construction
and planning practices, that aim to
create more resilient cities. Practices
adapt to the effects of climate

change, while considering the quality
of housing and the well-being of
inhabitants. Examples prove that NBS
and green housing can be a common
answer to all the previous goals.

Can nature and landscape
contribute to resilience.
Andrea Voskens (Room for the Wall,
Nijmegen), Philippe Moutet (National
Natural Parcs in France) and Barbara
Bonnefoy (Environmental Psychologist,
University of Nanterre) showed that
landscapes are very diverse. They are
complex. They allow to connect natural
and human. They stressed the need
of a multidisciplinary approach with
examples of coastal, urban and riparian
landscapes.

PARALLEL SESSION: CAN (RE)
NATURATION CONTRIBUTE
TO URBAN CLIMATE CHANGE
ADAPTATION AND MITIGATION?

How could biodiversity and
ecosystem be a factor of climate
change adaptation and mitigation?
Marc Barra (Ecologist, IAU Paris
region), Ghozlane Fleury-Bahi
(Environmental psychologist,
University of Nantes) and Sunandan
Tiwari (Global projects leader
at ICLEI) explored the role of
biodiversity for sustainable and
resilient NBS and their link with
climate change adaptation and
mitigation in cities and urban wellIAPS - BULLETIN 47 | WINTER 2019

being. The relationship and the
connection to nature have been
central to the exchanges.

Can urban forests support cities
to climate change adaptation and
mitigation?
Serge MULLER, (Botanist, MNHN),
Raffaella GUEZE (City of Bologna) and
Lorenz DEXLER (Managing Partner,
TOPOTEK1, Berlin) discussed about
benefits of forests and ecosystems.
Trees provide a lot of ecosystem
services in cities. They support cities
to climate change adaptation and
mitigation and provide well-being for
people. In order to have more pleasant
cities, it seems desirable to significantly
increase the importance of urban trees
and forests in European cities.

Can ecological urbanism create
urban quality and atmosphere?
Magali Paris (Urbanist, ENSA
Grenoble), Andre Butz (Berlin Program
for sustainable development) and
Jérôme Defrance (Physicist, CSTB)
discussed on the potential of ecological
urban planning, urban quality and
the atmosphere for climate change
adaptation and mitigation in cities.
They focused on the relationship
between urban nature, quality of life,
well-being and the sensory landscape
and their consideration in political
strategies by paying attention to the
living experience in NBS.
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CONCLUSION

The forum was extremely stimulating.
Different subjects and functions were
connected and have created diversity
and involvement in the community.
One of the objectives of the forum
was to initiate a network around the
question of NBS. Presentations and
exchanges showed that we need a
paradigm to emerge that can deal
with global and societal issues where
nature has a leading role to play. A lot
of research and local experience has
shown that people need to reconnect
with nature in cities. The awareness
of climate change is an opportunity to
activate urban dweller and politicians.
They need to collaborate in collective
actions in favour of urban quality and
new ways of life for societies.
NBS need a holistic approach and
a larger scale of development to be
able to conceive a broader strategy of
naturation or renaturation. We need
to build a new paradigm of society, a
new union between cities and nature.
More than NBS, the term “renaturing”
allows NBS deployment strategies to
be defined in this holistic vision. It is
used in various disciplines (urbanism,
architecture, nature conservation).

Renaturing refers to a process of
spatial transformation resulting
from the expansion of natural
habitats (flora, fauna, water, soil,
microbes, fungi) and the restoration
of ecological functioning to human
environments.
NBS involve a participatory
approach to foster co-design, cocreation, and co-management. There
is a need to improve coordination and
communication between different
fields of expertise and stakeholders.
They have to consider the values of
each other’s unique potential and go
into action with the local city dwellers.
Thus, an important result is that
we must consider NBS as a part of
a system. Different solutions were
presented as green housing, leaving
room for nature and landscapes,
learning to live with risks instead
of trying to avoid them by artificial
means, the multi-beneficial aspect
of biodiversity, urban forests, etc.
We identified key barriers regarding
common economic models and the
place available in cities. The main
question raised by the exchanges asks
for a new relationship between the
human species and its environment.

Paris Forum. Authors in the middle.

Footnotes
1

https://platform.think-nature.eu/paris-forum
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Adaptation to climate change implies
focusing on urban quality. Adaptation
is about facing the risks related
to climate change but also means
reinventing the city and bringing in
urban quality. Indeed, a resilient city
is also a city where people can rest
and restore themselves through highquality spaces. How to shape a living
city and take advantage of currently
abandoned spaces to recreate life,
biodiversity, and better atmosphere?
How to ally with nature to allow urban
dwellers to feel well and consider the
places theirs?
Nature based solutions and “(re)
naturation” offer solutions but they
must be considered in a holistic vision
and global strategy.
The Think Nature project will
continue with the ambition to initiate
a network. Global issues invite us to
involve the community based on the
interest in the paradigm of natureculture reconciliation and naturecity alliance. It emphasizes the need
to link three theorical approaches:
psychology, urbanism and ecology – to
be able to productively think of urban
quality and well-being in renaturation
strategy.
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New IAPS board members
BECOMING A BOARD MEMBER OF IAPS

Silvia Collado
Department of Psychology and Sociology
University of Zaragoza. Faculty of Social
and Human Sciences. Teruel (Spain)
scollado@unizar.es

SHORT bio: Silvia Collado teaches at the Department of
Psychology and Sociology at Universidad de Zaragoza,
Spain. Her research interests include children’s
experiences in nature and the effects that these may
have in their psychological well-being (mainly regarding
psychological restoration) and pro-environmentalism.
She enjoys collaborating with researchers around the
world, and looks for a quiet and possible restorative,
environment whenever she visits a new place. Her work
can be accessed through ResearchGate, Web of Science or
Google Scholar.
I’d like to start by thanking Henk Staats for his request to
introduce myself and my work in the Bulletin. It’s a nice
opportunity to reflect on how I’ve become the researcher I am
today and on my plans for the coming years.
Not many years ago (or perhaps it has been longer
than I realize), when I was an undergrad student, I had the
honor to sit on the Environmental Psychology class of one
of the most prominent professors of the discipline in Spain,
José Antonio Corraliza. I was fascinated by the work he was
doing and by his conviction that people’s behavior has a lot
to do with the health of the environment. From his lessons,
I learnt how much our surroundings can affect us, in a
positive and a negative way. Although somehow surprising
considering the research I do today, until that moment, in
that class, I had never deeply thought about the fact that the
interactions we have with our nearby environment affects
not only other species’ habitats and way of living, but also
have an effect on ourselves, our wellbeing, our happiness,
and even on the way we socialize. It was at that time when
I first encountered different theories in Environmental
Psychology, and names that would later on be present in my

daily work life. I first learnt about Berlyne and Wohlwill, and
soon became familiarized with Stephen and Rachel Kaplan,
and Roger Ulrich. I even participated in an experiment about
preference in an urban park which hypotheses we based
in the Preference Model by Kaplan and Kaplan. But José
Antonio Corraliza also introduced me to the work of more
contemporary researchers, such as Henk Staats and Terry
Hartig. By studying their work as a very responsible (and
quite stressed) young undergrad, I learnt how important
a restorative walk in the park can be, and put the practical
implications suggested by Henk and Terry into practice by
regularly spending time at a small park close to my dorm.
Once I graduated, I started working with José Antonio
Corraliza in a study about landscape preference in Madrid,
and I applied for a scholarship for a Ph.D. position. It turned
out that the preference project was not as appealing to
me as I thought it would be and the decision on the Ph.D
grants kept on being delayed, leaving me in an uncertain
situation. Thus, I decided to quit the project and move to
Ireland. There, I worked for an Energy Agency for one year.
I was in charge of the Environmental Education program of
the Agency, and I mainly worked with school children. My
job was to enhance their pro-environmental attitudes and
behaviors though different programs that we developed at
the Agency and delivered in schools. I really loved that job
and it made me revisit many of the studies about promoting
a more sustainable lifestyle I learnt in my undergrad time in
the Environmental Psychology class. I was especially drawn
by the work conducted by Gary Evans, which included studies
about children’s pro-environmentalism (e.g., Evans, Brauchle,
Haw, Stecker, Wong, & Shapiro, 2007) and about how contact
with nature can buffer children’s life stress (e.g., Wells &
Evans, 2003).
A month before finishing my work in Ireland I received
a call informing me that I had been awarded the grant for the
Ph.D. position. I did accept the job, but my supervisor and I
decided to shift the study topic from landscape preference to
the study of children’s interactions with the natural world and
the consequences these interactions have for the environment
as well as for children themselves. What I did not realize
when accepting the job was that I was going to work directly
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with the researchers I had followed,
studied and admired (and continue to
admire today) during my undergrad
and my Ph.D period. First, I moved to
Leiden (The Netherlands), and worked
closely with Henk Staats. We worked
very hard on different studies about
how children’s interactions with nature
enhance their pro-environmentalism,
even in the absence of an environmental
education program. Soon after that,
I spent some time in Ithaca (USA),
collaborating with Gary Evans. Together,
we adapted his tool to register young
children’s environmental attitudes
and behaviors to use it with Spanish
children, and conducted several studies
showing that contact with nature is
one of the determinants of children’s
pro-environmentalism. I was very lucky
to have the opportunity to work with
Henk and Gary at that time, not only
because of their high professionalism,
but also because they shared with me
their enthusiasm for Environmental
Psychology and their genuine wonder
about scientific questions. Henk and
Gary were among the first collaborations
I had, but during my career, I have had
the opportunity to work with other

researchers whom I deeply admire,
such as Terry Hartig (Sweden), Marino
Bonaiuto (Italy), Víctor Corral-Verdugo
(Mexico) and José Manuel Palma
(Portugal). I am very happy to say that
today my collaborations with these
professors continue.
Nowadays I work at the
Department of Psychology and
Sociology, at the Universidad de
Zaragoza, in Spain. I have worked here
for almost five years and, once again, I
feel lucky. Lucky because it was not easy
to get a position in Spain while in the
middle of an economic crisis, and lucky
because, in general, I have the freedom
to choose the topic of my research. In
contrast, I have no say in what I teach
and the lessons I deliver have, at first
glance, little to do with Environmental
Psychology. The good part is that I
do have some flexibility to adapt the
curriculum to my own preferences and
therefore, Environmental Psychology is
present along my classes, in one way or
another. Moreover, during my second
year at the Department, a new Faculty
Dean was elected, and he asked me to
join his team and put me in charge of
the sustainability of the Campus (quite a

challenging job!). This means that I can
put into practice some of the practical
implications many environmental
psychologists suggest in their papers,
enhancing pro-environmentalism
and offering restorative opportunities
within my nearest environment.
Working is Spain as a young (or
maybe not that young!) researcher
is not easy. I have little/no funding
to do research, precisely because
of the current economic crisis that
is especially hard for those without
a permanent position. This makes
it difficult to carry out some of the
experiments I have thought of, as well
as to attend conferences and scientific
meetings. The good part is that I have
learnt to be very resourceful. I also
manage to keep up with the study of
the interactions between people and
the environment, and I am one of
the regulars at most Environmental
Psychology conferences. These include
IAPS and PSICAMB (Asociación de
Psicología Ambiental) conferences.
I continue to work on the positive
consequences that contact with nature
has for people. I am interested in the
study of restorative environments,
the different psychological processes
leading to the positive psychological
effects of contact with nature (e.g.,
restoration vs. instoration), how
exposure to nature encourages
environmentally friendly behavior, as
well as the study of the role of social
agents in the development of children’s
pro-environmentalism. Apart from
these, I am always open to new research
topics and collaboration worldwide
as I find them really fulfilling. In this
respect, I was thrilled to find out that I
had become a member of IAPS’ board.
This gives me the opportunity to
work closely with my fellow members
from all over the world, to learn from
them, and to bring my perspective and
enthusiasm to the organization and
future IAPS conferences.

References
• Evans, G., Brauchle, G., Haq, A., Stecker, R., Wong, K., & Shapiro, E. (2007). Young
children’s environmental attitudes and behaviors. Environment and Behavior, 39,
635- 659.

• Wells, N., & Evans, G. (2003). Nearby nature. A buffer of life stress among rural
children. Environment and Behavior, 35, 311-330.
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SUSTAINABLE, HEALTHY SETTINGS AND LIFESTYLES:
A CHALLENGE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

Adina Dumitru
People-Environment Research Group,
University of A Coruña, Spain.
adina.dumitru@udc.es

Short bio: Adina Dumitru works as an Environmental
Psychologist and Director of the Sustainability
Specialization Campus at the University of A Coruña
in Spain. Her research interests focus on the factors
influencing the adoption and diffusion of sustainable
lifestyle choices and their relationship to wellbeing,
psychological empowerment in social innovations,
and the role of different natural and social settings
in addressing environmental, health and social
challenges. Through collaborative and interdisciplinary
European projects, she actively engages with colleagues
from a variety of disciplines and organizations to
develop research on the factors and interventions
that can support societal transition to sustainability,
and promote individual and community health and
wellbeing. She is also passionate about what helps
individuals and communities to overcome obstacles
and change established modes of being and behaving.
She likes yoga, paddle surfing, thinking about
transformative change and spending plenty of time in
beautiful natural settings on the coast of Galicia.
I wholeheartedly welcome this opportunity to reflect upon my
research track and interests and I thank Henk Staats for his
gentle nudging and encouragement to contribute to this issue
of the Bulletin.

My generation has come of age in a context of perpetual
crisis. As I started my professional career, we were constantly
exposed to the idea that our life would be one of liquid
modernity (Bauman, 2000), and that stability in all its forms
is a dream of the past. As young citizens and researchersin-training, we were constantly exposed to the reality of
dwindling public funds for research and innovation as a
consequence of repeated economic crises; the doom of a huge
environmental crisis; and the social crises of disconnection,
wealth polarization and forced migration due to political or
environmental problems.
This sense of crisis has left its imprint on my professional
interests. I became passionate about a few questions: How do
we stay focused on opportunities and foster learned optimism
instead of succumbing to learned helplessness, as Martin
Seligman would put it? What are the keys to human change and
transformation towards more sustainable and healthy lifestyles?
And could we design places and communities that
promote flourishing, regeneration and health, instead of
fostering negative cycles of degradation and illness?
These questions have guided my professional pursuits. As
a very young teaching assistant, I came across Environmental
Psychology insights through a project on place attachment
and residential urban quality in Romania, as well as a
research scholarship at the National Autonomous University
of Mexico, where I worked on the environmental and social
factors influencing stress levels in cancer patients, under the
coordination of Professor Patricia Ortega Andeane. Voluntarily
joining all Patricia´s doctoral level courses, I came across
a wealth of knowledge on the role of physical and social
environments in shaping our behavior and sense of wellbeing.
In a quest to understand more about the psychological
underpinnings of sustainable and healthy lifestyles and
communities, I went on to study a Master in Political Science
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in the United States, as a recipient of a
Fulbright Junior Fellowship, and a PhD
in Health Psychology at the University
of A Coruña, in Spain. My dissertation
focused on the role of organizations
in promoting pro-environmental
behavior among staff and students,
under the direction of Prof. Ricardo
Garcia Mira, and Prof. David Uzzell, from
the University of Surrey. Joining the
People-Environment Research Group,
coordinated by Prof. Ricardo Garcia
Mira, I conducted my PhD research as
part of a FP7 European project on “Low
Carbon at Work: Modeling Agents and
Organizations to Achieve Transition to a
low-carbon Europe”.
As a postdoc, I went on to
explore the factors that influence
the adoption and diffusion of
sustainable lifestyle choices and how
these relate to human wellbeing.
Through the GLAMURS project (Green
Lifestyles, Alternative Models and
Upscaling Regional Sustainability), I
collaborated with colleagues from 10
European universities and research
institutes, across disciplines such as
Environmental Psychology, micro and
macro-Economics, social simulations
and Industrial Ecology, to develop an
empirically-grounded understanding
of the main obstacles and prospects
for transitions to sustainable lifestyles
and a green economy in Europe.
Interestingly, our results showed
that desired changes referred to
lifestyle choices that were both
sustainable and enhanced wellbeing,
such as spending more leisure time
in nature and enjoying meaningful
social contact, with sustainable
food and mobility-related initiatives
being a particularly promising
entry point for sustainable lifestyle
change. Moreover, in the TRANSIT
(“Transformative Social Innovation
Theory”), and SMARTEES (Social
innovation Modeling Approaches
to Realizing Transition to energy
Efficiency and Sustainability) projects,
I research motivations to engage
in sustainability-oriented social
innovation initiatives, their role in
fostering psychological empowerment
and factors contributing to the social
acceptability and replicability of social
innovations in the domains of energy,
mobility, and food.

Passionate about disruptive
research and its translation into action
for sustainability, I also currently
work on the impacts of nature-based
interventions in cities on health,
wellbeing and social cohesion, within
the five-year H2020 Connecting Nature
project. The objective is to create
a coherent, evidence-based set of
indicators that cities can use to assess
the environmental, social and economic
impacts of re-naturing interventions.
Actively engaging with local, national
and international policy organizations
in disseminating research and
formulating policy recommendations
has been a constant of my academic
work. Other recent examples include
acting as a member of the Expert Group
on Sustainable Urbanization of the
European Environment Agency, or acting
as an advisor for the United Nations 10
Year Sustainable Lifestyles Framework,
through a project on envisioning future
low-carbon lifestyles, coordinated by the
Institute of Global Environmental Studies
in Japan and One Earth Canada.
More recently, I have assumed the
coordination of the newly established
Sustainability Specialization Campus
at the University of A Coruña in Spain.
As its appointed Director, I have the
opportunity to work with more than
30 research groups to promote interand trans-disciplinary collaboration
and research excellence in transitions
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towards sustainability, through a focus
on four different specialization areas:
sustainable urban planning, healthy
lifestyles, sustainable social systems and
a circular economy.
International and interdisciplinary
collaborations have been at the heart
of all my academic work and the
opportunity to work with colleagues
in other fields has really enriched my
own perspectives and thinking. Within
IAPS, I have found a high quality,
interdisciplinary environment where
engaging in fascinating scientific
debates has also always been fun. As
an organization, IAPS has grown to
attract an increasing number of both
established and young researchers
from five different continents, a
testimony to its vitality, and to the
felt need for such an interdisciplinary
intellectual home. In my view, IAPS
plays a key role as an academic place
of encounter and scientific exchange,
and can continue to be an inspiring
and intellectually enriching space. It
also has the potential to expand its
engagement with other academic fields
of inquiry such as urban regeneration
studies and social innovation, as well
as increasing its role in shaping policy
and providing expert input to the
work of international organizations.
As a member and secretary of the IAPS
Board, I hope to be able to contribute to
further pursuing these goals.
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GETTING ON BOARD: MY NEW ROLE WITHIN IAPS

Sarah Payne
The Urban Institute.
Heriot-Watt University . Edinburgh.
S.R.Payne@hw.ac.uk

Dr Sarah Payne is the Associate Professor of Health
in the Built Environment at Heriot-Watt University,
Edinburgh, UK, and the current treasurer of IAPS. My
first involvement with IAPS was the attendance of the
2008 conference, in Rome, Italy. It was a very memorable
experience both personally and academically. I took
part in the IAPS Young Researchers Workshop and met a
wonderful group of fellow early career PhD researchers
as well as very warm, welcoming supervisors running the
sessions. It was the perfect introduction to IAPS, giving
me the opportunity to present my nearly completed
PhD work and prepare for a future viva, by practicing
‘defending’ my work in a supportive environment. Back
then, the icing on the cake was winning the award for the
best paper. However, over time the friendships I made
at this workshop have been just as valuable, and have
continued to form an important part of my academic
career. From these friendships, joint research projects
have emerged and valuable conversations to help shape
and test emerging research ideas. Given the benefits
I received from attending this one conference and
joining the organisation, I wanted to provide something
back. Initially I was able to do this as a convenor of the
Restorative Environments Network (2012-2018) and the
Sensory Environments Network (2015-2018). During
this time I was responsible for the twitter accounts
and quarterly newsletters to inform people of member
activities. I was very pleased to become a new member
of the board in 2018, coincidentally, starting at another
IAPS conference in Rome. This time I have taken on
the role of treasurer and plan to maintain the financial
sustainability of the organisation, whilst considering
ideas of change that align with the environmental and
community ethos of the organisation.

My background is in psychology, focussing on environmental
psychology in postgraduate qualifications (BSc Psychology,
MSc Environmental Psychology, PhD Architecture). I was
educated in the UK over an 11 year period, taking my time
as in between each degree I would take time out for my
other passion in life - snowboarding in Canada. My personal
interests have also shaped my academic career, starting
out by researching people’s use and experiences of a vest
pocket park, which also contained a skateboard park, in
which I loved relaxing while at the University of Sheffield.
This was under the supervision of the late Chris Spencer,
who was an important mentor for me, providing my initial
grounding in environmental psychology and was a continual
support throughout the rest of my career. The combination
of my personal interests and academic directions continued
with further research on skateboarders’ use of the built
environment and writing essays on approaches to avalanche
risk communication. Finally, arriving from a suggestion from
Patrick Devine-Wright, I was able to include my interest
in sound (music but also environmental sounds) into a
PhD project, whereby I examined the role of soundscapes
within urban parks, and their restorative value. Fortunately,
I have been able to continue this latter line of research, in
a subsequent Post-Doctoral Fellowship (luckily enough in
Canada at McGill University), and again now in my current
academic post. This has resulted in the recent work entitled
Project DeStress, which is about Designing and Engineering
Soundscapes To enable Restorative Environments for
Sustainable Societies. Within the project I explore the
relationship between the built environment, soundscape,
and psychological restoration. This has resulted in the
production of an online informative and research data tool
called the Virtual Environment Simulator which lets people
design an urban public space and discover how it would
look and sound. Feel free to try out the simulator yourselves
and participate in the research.
Since my master’s degree I have tended to be based
outside of psychology departments and this is true of my
current position. The department predominantly consists
of engineers, but does incorporate many other disciplines
interested in the built environment. Therefore I teach
to students of civil engineering, structural engineering,
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architectural engineering, quantity
surveying, interior design, planning,
and geography. Given my background
in psychology, often the students
initially wonder why they have
classes with me! Thankfully the built
environment is a very tangible subject
matter and I encourage students
to reflect on their own experiences
to make the topic more personal
and comprehensive. This helps
them understand how important
individuals’ perceptions and actions
are in experiencing environments in
a positive or negative way and how
the engineered or designed solution
contributes to this experience. Given
the students varied backgrounds,
topics covered range from considering
how people engage with temporary
indoor design features of a house,
to the way the house is built and its
energy provisions, to outdoor city
infrastructure. Hopefully, by the end of
term they understand the important
role psychological theory and methods
have in creating design solutions that
will produce a more successful and

sustainable outcome. The idea is not
for the students to become experts in
understanding these theories, but to be
more aware of the processes involved
in people-environment interactions
and the health and wellbeing outcomes
of their designs. Hopefully this
becomes integrated into their future
design ideas and processes rather than
becoming a costly after thought.
Working with colleagues whose
major focus is on the physical built
environment from a design or
engineering perspective has influenced
and broadened my research projects
for the better. Thus I also work on
projects relating to residential energy
consumption (CEDRI), as well as
the design of healthcare and office
environments, alongside a continued
interest in projects on valuing nature,
namely Improving Wellbeing through
Urban Nature (IWUN). Although
I miss working alongside fellow
psychologists, I value the diversity
and multi-disciplinarity of the teams
I work with, often creating practical
solutions and understanding of current
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and future environmental issues. For
the same reason I continue to enjoy the
‘make-up’ of IAPS which has a strong
active membership of psychologists,
alongside architects, landscape
architects and many other disciplines
which makes for very interesting and
engaging conferences and articles in
the bulletin. Given my personal and
research interests, I am very much
looking forward to attending the next
IAPS conference in Quebec, Canada,
and hope to meet many more of you
there and listen to the wonderful wide
array of topics and discussions that
this membership holds.
Related links:
Twitter:
@ThinkSnowflakes
@DeStressRestore
Project DeStress:
https://destress.hw.ac.uk/
Virtual Environment Simulator:
https://destress.hw.ac.uk/
environment-simulator/
CEDRI: http://www.cedri.hw.ac.uk/
IWUN: http://iwun.uk/
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Conference Reports
EDRA AT 50: PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
PEOPLE, PLENARIES, PROCEEDINGS, AND PLACES

Ann Sloan Devlin
Connecticut College, New London,
Connecticut, USA

For me, the EDRA conference is special because of the
people devoted to it, the content it produces, and the venues
where it occurs.
SUPPORT BY AND FOR PEOPLE

asdev@conncoll.edu

The Environmental Design Research Association (better
and hereafter known as EDRA) turned 50 this year. This
achievement is cause for celebration and invites reflection
about the successes of the past as well as areas that continue
to need our attention. While EDRA as an organization lives
“year-round” and increasingly has a presence online (e.g.,
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn), its major service to research
in environmental design is through its annual conference,
which is my focus here.
SOME HISTORY

As described on its home page (http://www.edra.org/
page/about) and as I have summarized elsewhere (Devlin,
2018), a brief initiative called Design Methods Group (DMG)
preceded the creation of EDRA, which, under the leadership
of Henry Sanoff (still a very active EDRA attendee), had its
first meeting in June 1969 in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
The Preface to the proceedings of that first EDRA suggests
that EDRA grew out of the need for collaboration and
cross-communication in the field of environmental design.
As was stated in the Preface to those first proceedings,
“Analyzing and solving environmental problems requires
multi-disciplinary collaboration, since a discipline by its
very nature deals only with a segment of the environment”
(Sanoff & Cohn, 1970, p. v).

It is common for people to describe EDRA as their academic
home and the place where they professionally feel most
themselves, perhaps because many of us do not fit easily
into siloed departments of psychology, architecture, or
urban planning, among others. What EDRA has always
emphasized is the idea of collaboration and multidisciplinarity as a way to articulate and solve problems in
the design of the environment. EDRA welcomes newcomers
into this model and attending the conference invariably
also renews the spirits of those of us who are returning
members.
As I think back over the years I have been going to
EDRA (I first attended an EDRA conference [#4] in 1973
in Blacksburg, Virginia), I am reminded of the way the
organization supports newcomers, especially students.
For example, EDRA provides a number of conference
scholarships for students presenting at the conference and
student volunteer opportunities for reduced conference fees.
Organization members appreciate that the health of EDRA,
and our environment more generally, rests with recruiting
new minds and hearts to address environmental design
issues. Parenthetically, because this reflection appears in the
IAPS newsletter, I want to note that IAPS does a particularly
good job of mentoring students in the form of the Young
Researchers Workshop (YRW); while EDRA does provide
feedback to students through its Graduate Student Workshop,
the multi-day, multi-activity scope of the YRW at IAPS is a
model that EDRA might consider adopting in the future.
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PLENARIES

It is common for conferences to
capitalize on the location of the
conference venue to invite outside
speakers connected to the city/
community where the conference is
being held. On special occasions such
as EDRA50, well-known speakers
“from a distance” may be invited to
present. Jan Gehl’s keynote address
to a standing room only audience at
EDRA50 “From Jane Jacobs to Livable
Cities” provided the occasion to revisit
what can be accomplished through
environmental participatory design
and the ways in which cities can
be made more accommodating for
people, particularly for pedestrians
and cyclists. Sitting with a younger
colleague, the two of us appreciated
this overview of Gehl’s work; at the
same time, it was not clear in what
way the talk further advanced the
conversation about livable cities.
While I have enjoyed such
presentations, for me the highlights
have been plenaries offered by the
EDRA attendees themselves. As one
example, I remember a talk given by
Ming (Frances) Kuo at EDRA 31 held

in San Francisco in 2000. Her title
was “Edra Building Bridges: From
Research to Real World Impacts” (Kuo,
2000). What she described was that
certain conditions are necessary for
building bridges, including IVs that
decisions makers can control (e.g.,
landscaping around urban public
housing), DVs that decision makers
care about (e.g., the number of times
children are abused), evidence
decision makers find compelling,
and the need to communicate
findings in bite-sized packaging.
In particular, I think researchers
in environmental design still have
trouble communicating results in
everyday language limited to a single
page of bullet points! We need to
communicate our research findings
in ways that are understandable
to decision makers. As Ming said
in her presentation, we need to
make findings “relevant outside the
academy.” What is striking about the
presentations by Ming and others is
the extent to which EDRA attendees
can expect not only to be confronted
by a range of important problems, but
also to hear potential solutions.
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PROCEEDINGS

One of the most valuable “products”
of the EDRA conference is the
published proceedings. Recently I
was leafing through proceedings from
some of the early years and came
across a paper by Rachel Kaplan on
the value of small experiments (R.
Kaplan, 1996). The paper reminds
us that small studies such as those
one might do in a research methods
class provide the opportunity to fill
in the gap between what is known at
the local level and shared wisdom. In
the current academic climate where
the impact factor of the journal in
which one publishes seems to dwarf
other concerns, we might do well to
consider the value of other sources
of information, such as conference
proceedings.
PLACES

One of the special features of EDRA
conferences is the tours provided of
various locations in the surrounding
community (schools, housing
developments, healthcare facilities,
parks). Over the years, this aspect of the
conference has been invaluable to many
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of us who have used the knowledge
gained and photographs taken to
enrich our courses and research.
Among the tours that stand out in
my memory are the EDRA 24 (1993)
tour of public housing in Chicago; we
visited the storied (some would say
infamous) Cabrini Green housing, and
drove by the Robert Taylor homes,
the site of a number of important
research projects dealing with the
impact of nature in public housing.
As another example, walking through
Celebration, the planned community
developed by the Walt Disney Company
outside of Orlando, Florida (at EDRA
30, 1999) gave me an appreciation of
what Christopher Alexander meant
when he described the stagnation and
lack of naturally occurring overlap in
planned communities (i.e., “a city is
not a tree”). At EDRA 50, a number of
us toured the Brooklyn Bridge Park,
an incredible resource for the city in
terms of the many different functions
it serves, from intensive recreation to
leisurely picnicking. This brings me to
the present and the areas for attention
that I see.

CHALLENGES MOVING FORWARD

EDRA has a number of challenges
moving forward. One is conference
location and how attractive the venue
is perceived to be; the second is the
nature of the presentations that are
given. Regarding location, EDRA’s
website notes that EDRA 50 had
“600+ presenters, 800+ attendees,
35+ countries.” My perception is
that EDRA in Brooklyn was the most
well-attended EDRA conference in
recent memory, perhaps ever. The
challenge in such a situation is how to
accommodate all of the presentations
within a limited number of timeslots. Attending a conference is not
an inexpensive undertaking, even
when the conference organizers can
secure reduced hotel rates. Thus,
the perceived attractiveness of the
location makes a difference, but the
tensions between location, attendance,
and presentation scheduling have to
be considered.
A more important issue,
in my view, is the nature of the
presentations. In the Preface to
the first EDRA proceedings, Sanoff

and Cohn (1970) wrote describing
designers/scientists that “There is a
tendency to be strong on relevancy
and weak on scientific rigor” (p. vi).
I think EDRA still struggles with this
integration, and I continue to see a
need for stronger scientific methods
in the work that is presented. If I were
resetting the balance, I would like
to see more theoretically-grounded
social scientists present at EDRA. I
understand that it is environmental
design research association (italics
added), but if I may return to Sanoff
and Cohn (and Dan Carson), who
thought we were moving into the stage
of education called “precision” at that
first conference, I question whether
we have sufficiently moved beyond
that stage, “in which we sharpen
our tools and methods for gaining
knowledge” (p. vii).

References
• Devlin, A. S. (2018). Introduction: Rationale, chapter overviews, and author
biographies. In A. S. Devlin (Ed.), Environmental psychology and human well-being:
Effects of built and natural settings (pp. xv-xxxviii). London: Academic Press.
• Kaplan, R. (1996). The small experiment: Achieving more with less. In J. L. Nasar
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EDRA50: YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW

Sanjoy Mazumdar
University of California at Irvine,
School of Social Ecology
mazumdar@uci.edu

Plenary organized by Sanjoy Mazumdar & Daniel Stokols
A BRIEF REPORT

EDRA50 was an appropriate occasion for a
retrospective and prospective. Accordingly, together
with Daniel Stokols, I organized this plenary to reflect
on the past, contemplate on the present, and project
into the future of the field of environmental design
research (EDR), the organization (EDRA), or both.
Richard Wener introduced the plenary. Eight prominent
scholars briefly engaged these tasks. Some focused on
their relationships with the association whereas others
concentrated on the contributions and potentials of
scholarly areas.
Henry Sanoff focused on edra’s formation, historical
periods, and changing interests. According to Sanoff, edra
started during of social awareness and unrest, held its first
conference in 1969, and went through three phases.
The early years of edra were marked by great
optimism and saw work from a number of disciplines and
perspectives. To create a large amount of scholarly literature
in environment-behavior (E-B) studies such publications as
Environment and Behavior and Journal of Architectural and

Planning Research were established. In the middle period
fine-tuning of research methods, instruments, programming
and post-occupancy evaluation (POE) became salient
and cost of not knowing and special populations received
attention. In recent years there has been more of a focus on
community, action research and participatory design.
Sanoff suggested that interest fragmentation and
proliferation of spin-off groups, conferences, and journals
led some to question edra’s intellectual viability and its
long-term prospects. Noting edra’s accomplishments is
important. Several ideas described above became part of
the accreditation criteria for architecture schools {and
the Architectural Handbook, requisite for registration
exams}. Programming and POEs are required by many
organizations. Edra knowledge has been incorporated by
many edr consulting as well as architectural and planning
companies.

Kathryn Anthony Anthony described how edra –the
association– became a springboard for her research, books,
teaching and mentoring, as well as a source for inspiration,
ideas, friendly critique, and suggestions. Knowing her
interests, her professors and mentors had introduced her
to edra and in turn she has encouraged her colleagues and
students to become part of edra. She thus emphasized
the need for the association, the exchange of ideas, and
encouragement at annual conferences and contacts
beyond. To this could be added the following. Besides the
presentation of completed research the more discursive
symposia, intensives workshops, the more informal but
scheduled roundtables and collaborative meetings as
well as discussions in hallways and over lunch or dinner
provided beneficial opportunities.
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Karen Franck paid homage to the
association and what it meant to
her. At edra she found a place to
present ideas, received feedback and
suggestions about further work on
the topics she took up. At edra she
not only found a receptive yet critical
and helpful audience. Edra also
provided a setting for finding fellow
potential collaborators and this has
led to several collaborative works. She
pointed out that she not only learned
from more seasoned scholars but also
was able to help newer scholars. She
also felt that edra provided the setting,
the means and camaraderie for her to
feel comfortable to delve into the topic
she chose.

Henry Sanoff.

Gary W. Evans spoke on “The
importance of psychosocial processes
and temporal factors linking the
environment to physical and mental
health”. He emphasized the importance
of understanding how the physical
environment affects human health
and well-being especially through
consideration of the underlying
psychosocial processes that link the
physical environment to physical and
mental health. Examples of salient
processes included stress, social
support, control and helplessness,
restoration, legibility, and privacy. E&B
researchers need, he recommended,
to expand beyond singular focus on
intensity of exposures to include
consideration of temporal elements of
exposure. Some aspects of temporal
factors worthy of consideration are
exposure duration, developmental
timing and randomness.

Karen Franck.

Gary W. Evans.
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Susan Saegert spoke on “Socializing
concepts of environment and
behavior”. She mentioned that
edra and the CUNY Environmental
Psychology Program started in 1969.
She stated that both the program and
her own work have changed over the
years. The Program now includes
architects, psychologists, sociologists,
geographers, and an anthropologist to
become “imbued with the collective,
culturally and politically economically
produced nature of both people and
the environments”. Her own work
has moved from “experimental and
quasi-experimental studies of human
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crowding to gender and environment”
and to community based partnerships.
She described two moments in her
journey: The first was when she was
studying abandoned buildings in
Harlem in 1980s. Moment two was
finding philosophical pragmatism in
the works of Dewey, James, and Pierce.
She provided two examples. One was
the racialized apprehension of space
in children’s playgrounds. Another was
production of spatial imaginaries and
affordances.

Abraham Wandersman presented
“What can we do to bridge the gap
between environmental design
research and practicing architects:
A critical friend perspective”. His
presentation attempted to address the
gap between research and practice.
Taking the example of his son’s
architectural practice, he pointed out
that that the exigencies architectural
firms deal with allow little time
for research, redoing designs, or
conducting assessments. Borrowing
from work for the Centers for Disease
Control for bridging the gap he offered
the Interactive Systems Framework
(ISF). The readiness of a firm to accept
ISF received due consideration. He
suggested that architectural firms need
accessible wisdom from research.

Daniel Stokols presented on
“Directions of environmental design
research in the anthropocene”. He
described the dramatic environmental,
technological, and sociocultural
changes that have occurred since
edra’s formation fifty years ago and
their implications for environmental
design research over the next several
years. The anthropocene age, which
extends beyond edra’s life, included
major gains in economic development,
biomedical and technologies, and the
commencement of the digital age.
These also led to problems of marked
increase in fossil fuel combustion,
depletion of the ozone layer,
amplification in greenhouse gases
(GHG), climate change, and rampant
and steep escalation in environmental
pollution. He argued that these crises
have led to a changed landscape
for edr and should lead to different
research foci.

Susan Saegert.

Abraham Wandersman.

Daniel Stokols.
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Taking the sharp increase in
carbon dioxide (CO2) and in GHG as
instances he suggested that buildings
–which are major producers– and their
users need to be researched more
broadly to include specific building
users/occupants, the community, and
those indirectly affected even in distant
places. More accurate and complete
computation of life cycle environmental
costs is needed and “ecological
intelligence” needs to be developed in
individuals. Urban and city planning
could benefit from “landscape ecological
urbanism” and climate adaptive design
could be fostered.
The digital age, among other
additional changes, has led to
transformation of the earlier reliance
on the physical (buildings, facilities,
etc.) and to the decline of many city
centers and commercial areas.
Stokols contended that these
realizations require new research
questions, and perhaps new forms of
research that examined in a balanced
way the costs and benefits of these
developments as a response to urgent
problems he outlined.

Sanjoy Mazumdar: In my presentation
“Culture in environmental design
research” I briefly described six
areas in which additional in-depth
studies from this perspective will be
enlightening and useful.
1. Culture and sustainability:
Many cultures were conscious
of “sustainability” and had
developed ways to attain it through
bestowing significance on it,
setting exalted requirements to
achieve, and fostering loving caring
relationships. These led to mores,
customs, traditions, rituals, actions,
and innovations that contributed to
sustainability.
2. Cultural modes of addressing
environmental problems: Current
terms ”climate change” and
“anthropocene age”, acknowledge
industrialization as the primary
cause of the unprecedented
environmental degradation. The
remedies proposed however
attempt scarcely to alter the
reliance on industrialization only
to reduce its effects. Cultures
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have caused relatively little
permanent environmental damage.
Consequently, it is worth examining
how cultures identified and
found solutions to environmental
problems.
3. Culture developed humanenvironment relationships:
Demolition of the Pruitt-Igoe
public housing project in St. Louis
provided a major impetus for
human-environment relationships
(HER) studies. In environmental
psychology, a substantial
contributor to HER, a main
motivation has been to discover
universal concepts. How does
culture create, foster, or influence
HER concepts thought to be
universal?
4. Culture and post-disaster planning
and design: The current major
approach of reducing the number
of deaths, decreasing loss of
property, hurriedly supplying
temporary shelter, temporary
housing etc., for victims does not
enable time to learn about the local
context and cultural ecological
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views of disasters or problems.
Research on cultural ways and
knowledge might be more useful
and appropriate.
5. Culture and transportation:
Transportation has become
an important planning and
environmental issue. But, there are
significant variations in the ways
different cultures have viewed the
“transportation problem” and the
solutions they have devised.
6. Cultural wisdom: Cultures have over
time developed a good sense about
the local environment, disasters,
problems and resources. From an
etic (outsider’s) perspective “emic”
(local) perspectives and knowledge
are generally ignored. Most cultures
have generated cultural ecological
relationships and cultural wisdom
with respect to what actions would
lead to long-term sustainability.
Deeper research is needed
regarding cultural wisdom.

Overall, it was a very well attended
lively session as many of the attendees
engaged in good discussions on the
many directions possible for research,
the kind of research more appropriate
for the future, the pragmatics of
research translation and utility, and
more. Edra’s future offers much scope
for great energy, camaraderie, and
collaboration, as well as potential
for research learning from the past,
tackling difficult but consequential
questions, and applications that will
not only stop the downward slide but
contribute to a better world. There
is much to look forward to in. The
abstracts/papers will be available in:
A. Beth, J. Morris, R. Rae, & R. Wener
(2019) EDRA 50: Proceedings of the
fiftieth annual Environmental Design
Research Association conference, May
2019, Brooklyn, New York. New York,
NY: EDRA. Available from: https://
www.edra.org/page/publications/
proceedings.
Photographs by photographer
Kathryn Anthony.

EDRA symposium, Brooklyn, NY,
May 23, 2019. 6:45pm-8:00pm
EDRA@50: Yesterday, Today, and
Tomorrow - special session
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY (ICEP) 2019
‘PROTECTING PEOPLE AND PLANET THROUGH SOCIAL AND BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE’
PLYMOUTH, UK, SEPTEMBER 4-6

Ferdinando Fornara
Department of Education, Philosophy.
University of Cagliari (Sardinia, Italy).
ffornara@unica.it

Under the auspices of the Environmental Psychology
Division of the IAAP (International Association of Applied
Psychology), the wonderful Plymouth, well-known as the
UK’s “Ocean city”, hosted the ICEP 2019 event.
Sabine Pahl from the School of Psychology at the
University of Plymouth and Mat White from the European
Centre for Environment and Human Health at the University
of Exeter led brilliantly the organization of the Conference,
which was characterized by the strong attention in fostering
sustainable practices, e.g. attendees’ badges, notebooks, and
pens made from recycled materials, conference handbook in
digital version, refill stations triggering tap water consumption,
and use of local - mainly vegetarian - food and drinks.
The ICEP 2019 event was attended by about 350
participants from about 30 countries and its rich and
stimulating scientific program included five keynotes,
crossing various disciplinary (e.g., Landscape Architecture,
Environmental Economics) and topic (from Risk &
Emotions to Identity & Climate Change) borders, and 60
parallel sessions - plus a poster session - addressing topics
such as, just to name a few, restorativeness, sustainable
mobility, sustainable food choices, environment & health,
water management, place attachment and identity, plastic
pollution, and climate change. A further interesting plenary
session was devoted to a panel discussion about publishing
issues in Environmental Psychology.
Other research-related activities also took place, i.e.
workshops devoted respectively to mobility issues and
environmental activism, the Board Meeting of the Journal
of Environmental Psychology, the Board Meeting of the
Environmental Psychology Division of the IAAP, and the
Board Meeting of the Environmental Psychology Division of
the German Association of Psychology.

During the closing ceremony it was announced the
next ICEP, in the 2021, which will be hosted by the city of
Siracusa in Sicily (Italy) and organized by Giuseppe Carrus
(University of Roma 3), former member of the IAPS Board.
Beside such a dense scientific program, a range
of pleasant social activities were organized: from the
Welcome Reception at the Roland Levinsky Building (i.e.,
the Conference place, located into the campus) and the
Ice-Breaker Reception at the impressive National Marine
Aquarium, with local food & drinks and local folk music, to
the Social Dinner in the historic Hoe area.
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XV ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY CONFERENCE-PSICAMB
“COMMUNITY, RESOURCES AND SUSTAINABILITY: THE CHALLENGE OF TERRITORIES”
UNIVERSITY OF LA LAGUNA, TENERIFE (SPAIN). 16-19 JULY, 2019

José A. Corraliza
Universidad Autónoma de Madrid.
josea.corraliza@uam.es

Last July) the XV Congress of Environmental PsychologyPSICAMB was held in Tenerife (Spain. This conference
continued the tradition of a series of bi-annual meetings,
since the first in Madrid, in 1986. In this year’s meeting,
organized by the Association of Environmental Psychology
(PSICAMB) and the University of La Laguna almost 120
researchers and professionals in the field of Environmental
Psychology have participated, in addition to 6 guest speakers
and an effective team of 15 volunteers.
Under the general title “Community, Resources and
Sustainability. The challenge of the Territories”, 120 papers
were presented and discussed in 14 oral presentations,
6 symposia and four poster sessions. The density of the
scientific agenda and the involvement of the participants in
the development of the sessions provided great opportunities
to share the work of the European and South-American group
of psychologists that work in Environmental Psychology.
Researchers and professionals from at least 10 different
countries participated in this congress, including participants
from Latin America, Spain, Portugal, France, Italy and
the United Kingdom, among others. The president of the
conference, Prof. Bernardo Hernández, the coordinator of the
congress, Prof. Cristina Ruiz and the president of the scientific
committee, Prof. Ernesto Suárez, all from the University
of La Laguna (Tenerife), deserve special congratulations.

This congratulation should be extended to the Board of the
Association of Environmental Psychology-PSICAMB which
has also contributed to the success of this event.
The congress title alludes to the role that Environmental
Psychology plays in the face of worrying environmental
changes, both locally and globally. In this sense, this
conference highlights the challenge of promoting the
contribution of environmental psychologists, academics
and professionals, to the “urgent and unavoidable transition
to sustainability”, as recognize by the organizers in the
presentation of the conference.
This edition also includes three guest key notes: C.
Twigger-Ross (Collingwood Environmental Planning, UK.)
on “Building resilience capacities of communities to flood
risk: reflections on theory and practice in UK”; A. Devlin
(Connecticut College, USA) on “Home-like qualities in
healthcare environments” and Bas Verplanken (University
of Bath, UK) about “Roads to Sustainability: The power of
habits”. In addition, two official symposia were held. The
first one on ecological crime and animal mistreatment
coordinated by A.M Martín (University of La Laguna, Tenerife)
and the second one on “Adaptation to climate change and
environmental crisis”, coordinated by G. Muiños (University of
Groningen, The Netherland).
Overall, the plenary activities contributed to highlighting
the importance of Environmental Psychology both in relation
to global environmental problems, as well as problems
arising from the interaction between people and spaces
in everyday surroundings. The need to incorporate new
problems to the agenda of environmental psychologists,
derived fundamentally from the demands of the transition
to sustainability as well as the the need to develop empirical
and theoretical research to explain and promote changes in
people’s behaviour, which is one of the greatest demands for
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Congresspeople PSICAMB 2019.

the transition to sustainability, have
both been highlighted.
One of the most highly appreciated
spaces at these congresses is the
so-called “Café sobre... “. a debate
among the participants that has been
organized now for several years. In
this XV Conference, different topics
have been discussed in an informal and
open context, such as the experience
of nature and climate change. One of
these sessions opened a debate on
the contributions of Environmental
Psychology to and in environmentalist
organizations with the presence of a
psychologist who actively participates
in one of them. This is one of the issues
of greatest interest and the need
was raised to establish relationships
between the work of environmental
psychologists and the activity of
environmentalist movement.
The contributions of the
participants have discussed a wide
range of topics, specific to the field
of Environmental Psychology. They
are collected in a book published by
the organizers of the congress1. It
includes contributions on restorative
environments and well-being,
gentrification urban transformations,
nature experiences and well-being,
values and pro-environmental behavior,
urban environment and green and

blues zones, environmental identity and
place attachment, and risk perception
and environmental crisis, among other
topics. As a whole, the book creates the
opportunity to assess the breadth and
depth of the participants’ academic and
professional work.
This last conference allows us to
verify the positive contribution that
the Association of Environmental
Psychology-PSICAMB makes in
promoting the exchange of experiences
and the consolidation of this event as a
space for the dissemination of scientific
and professional work carried out by
environmental psychologists in Latin
America and Europe. This event has also
allowed the establishment of contacts
with other environmental psychology
associations in Latin America.
In this congress we have had the
opportunity to see the incorporation
of new generations to the research
and practice of Environmental
Psychology. Possibly, it has been one
of the most positive and stimulating
characteristics of this conference. Many
of the papers were presented by young
researchers. Their presence augurs a
promising future for Environmental
Psychology. This congress also included
the presentation of the Rocío Martín
Award, which recognizes the work
done by young researchers in the field

Footnotes
1

Hernández, B.; Ruíz, C. & Suárez, E. (2019). Comunidad, Recursos y Sostenibilidad. El reto
de los territorios. La Laguna (ISBN: 978-84-09-13133-4).
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of Environmental Psychology. The
Rocío Martín Award is being promoted
by PSICAMB and the Universidad
Autónoma of Madrid in memory of
this young environmental psychologist
researcher who died in 2009. 14 papers
were submitted for this fifth edition
of the award. The jury awarded the
first prize to Esther Lorenzo, from the
Universidad Autónoma of Madrid, for
her contribution entitled “Awe and
absorption in nature walks. Effects on
well-being” (made in collaboration with
J.A. Corraliza and J. Hinds). The jury also
decided to award second place to the
paper presented by M. Jesús Ramírez
(University of Málaga) for her work
“Familiarity, preference and favourite
places: their influence on the magnitude
of the restoration” (presented in
collaboration with M.C. Hidalgo).
This conference is a confirmation
of the importance of continuing to
investigate the effects that interaction
with the environment has on wellbeing and the need to increase people’s
involvement in pro-environmentalism.
Despite some limitations, this
conference was a stimulating event to
continue working, both from a basic and
applied perspective, in Environmental
Psychology, confirming the commitment
of Environmental Psychology to
ecological transition.
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THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL INTERUNIVERSITY FORUM ON INTEGRAL
DISASTER RISK MANAGEMENT AND CLIMATE FORECAST
PUNO, PERU, 11-13 SEPTEMBER 2019

Walter Mamani Tapia
National University from the Altiplano-Peru.
mwaltermt@hotmail.com

The IV International Interuniversity Forum on Integral
Management of Disaster Risks and Climate Forecast, took
place in the lakeside city of Puno, located more than three
thousand eight hundred and thirty meters above sea level,
11-13 September 2019, on the campus of the National
University of the Altiplano of Puno – Peru. Former Forums
took place at the National University of San Marcos, Jorge
Basadre Grohmann National University and the Trujillo
National University.
Premise of the Forums is that urgent action is urgently
needed, and that universities can contribute to scientific
knowledge for governments developing public policies on
issues of adaptation and mitigation against climate change.
To achieve sustainable development, it is a priority to
take measures to collaborate in scientific research, where
ancestral knowledge is reflected in scientific knowledge,
to complement and propose strategies to reach the suma
jakaña (live well).

The forum was divided into four thematic tables:
−
Comprehensive disaster risk management and climate
forecasting.
−
Policies and management, academic specialization,
applied research.
−
Strengthening of the Peruvian network of universities
committed to comprehensive disaster risk management.
−
Technical, scientific, national and international research
experiences.

General objective:
−
Engage the university authorities of Peru and Latin
America and the Caribbean, with comprehensive disaster
risk management.
−
Share, among universities in Peru, Latin America and the
Caribbean, the global problem and propose strategies
from the academy on comprehensive disaster risk
management.
Specific objectives:
−
Strengthen the incorporation of comprehensive disaster
risk and climate change management in public policies.
−
Promote the incorporation of comprehensive disaster
risk management and adaptation to climate change in
undergraduate and graduate education.
−
Promote scientific and technological research in the area
of comprehensive disaster risk management and climate
change.

Activities developed in the IV Forum:
−
Exhibition of keynote, technical-scientific conferences.
−
Approval of the 2019-2020 Action Plan for
comprehensive disaster risk management and climate
change adaptation.
−
Election of the university, responsible for organizing
the next, 5th, International Interuniversity Forum for
Comprehensive Disaster Risk Management 2020.
−
Visit to the Uros Island.

The IVth International Interuniversity Forum Comprehensive
Management of Disaster Risk and Climate Forecast was
a great success. There were ninety-three papers at four
work tables presented by renowned specialists, with the
participation of more than 1,800 attendees, including
rectors and representatives from universities in Peru, Latin
America, Central America and the Caribbean. The presence
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of the Universities of Ecuador, Chile,
Brazil, Colombia, Honduras, Paraguay,
Panama, Dominican Republic and more
than twenty universities in Peru has
led to the consolidation of the Latin
American Network of Universities in
disaster risk management and the
Peruvian network of universities in
management of disaster risk with
international recognition.
The next International
Interuniversity Forum Integral Disaster
Risk Management will be held at the
National Engineering University (LimaPeru) in 2020.
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13TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ENVIRONMENT-BEHAVIOR
STUDIES HAS BEEN A GREAT SUCCESS
NOVEMBER 3 TO 4, 2018 HUAZHONG UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, WUHAN, CHINA

He Hui
Associate Professor, School of Architecture
and Urban Planning, Huazhong University
of Science and Technology

Yu Yanwei
Master’s degree, School of Architecture and
Urban Planning, Huazhong University of
Science and Technology

Luo Jia
Master’s degree, School of Architecture and
Urban Planning, Huazhong University of
Science and Technology

ABSTRACT

The 13th International Symposium on Environmentbehavior Studies was successfully held at Huazhong
university of science and technology in Wuhan, Hubei
province, China, from November 3 - 4. The theme of 13th
International Symposium for Environment-Behavior
Studies is “Differences and Integration of Urban
and Rural Environment”. The 13th EBRA committee
has particularly invited Mr. Ricardo Garcia Mira, the
President of the International Association for PeopleEnvironment Studies (IAPS); Mr. Andrew D. Seidel,
professor of University of northern British Columbia,
Canada; Prof. Yokoyama Yurika, former president of
the Japanese society for the environment(MERA);
Mr. Osaragi Toshihiro , professor of Tokyo university
of technology, Japan, secretary general of Japan GIS
society; and other well-known scholars made thematic
reports for the conference.

Group photo of all participants.
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All commissaries of EBRA.

Environment-Behavior Research
Association, abbreviated as EBRA, is
an academic social group that studies
the relationship between architecture,
urban planning, and environmental
design with human behavior and
psychology, whose members include
experts, scholars, planners, architects
and related professionals and students
interested in environmental behavior
theory research and popularization
in China. The aim of the Institute is to
promote interdisciplinary research on
environmental design and behavior at
all levels from two aspects of theory
and practice, and to promote exchanges
and cooperation with relevant academic
groups abroad. EBRA is the fifth

Interactive session.

international academic organizations
in this kind of research, after the EDRA
society of America, the European
association of IAPS MERA association,
Japan and Australia’s PAPER established
successively, the EBRA conference
beginning in 1993, the preparatory
meeting, the relation between man and
nature environment nowadays every
two years and held the 12th international
symposium of different themes. EBRA
has 26 commissaries, nearly 200
members, International Symposium
on EBRA has become one of the most
important event of environmental
behavior in the Asia Pacific region,
the Asia Pacific region to promote
the research of environmental design

and human behavior and psychology
plays a positive role, and attracted the
attention of the whole architecture and
planning, environmental design, in the
EBRA keynote speech the guests are all
famous international famous scholars
and professors. The 13th International
Symposium on Environment-behavior
Studies held in Huazhong University of
Science and Technology, November 3 to
4. Huazhong University of Science and
Technology (HUST), located in Wuhan,
the capital city of Hubei Province, is one
of the “211 Project and 985 Project”
and first batch “Double First-Class”
universities with full support in the
construction and development from the
central and local Government of China.

A.P.He Hui(Executive Secretary General
of EBRA2018).

Speech by Prof. Lu Wei,president of EBRA.
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With the rapid development of
urbanization in China in recent 40
years, it has profoundly changed the
appearance of cities and villages,
and also affected people’s way of life.
In the process of the accumulation
of people and resources to cities,
the differences between urban and
rural environments and lifestyles are
widening, and the contradiction of
unbalanced development is becoming
increasingly prominent. On the other
hand, people and resources in cities
also began to flow to the countryside.
In the future, the vision of urban
and rural environment integration
not only means the substantial
improvement of rural infrastructure
and living standards, but also means
the re-examination and positioning
of the behaviors and values of urban
and rural people. Therefore, we have
chosen “differences and integration
of urban and rural environments” as
the theme of this symposium. Around
the conference theme, the conference
addressed discussions about fourteen
topics: theories and Methodology
of Environment-Behavior Studies,
Urban and Rural Environment and
Change of Lifestyle, EnvironmentBehavior Studies and Big date,
Technical Tools, Community-Building
and Quality of Spaces, Environment
and Behavior of Special Groups, Post
Occupancy Evaluation, Architectural
Programming, Spatial Perception
and Cognition, Gender Differences
in Space and Behavior, Disasters
and Environment-Behavior Studies,
Green Building, Heritage Protection
and Environment-Behavior Studies,
Environmental Design Research and
Environment-Behavior Education.
The collection of papers for
conference has received enthusiastic
response and active submission
from domestic and foreign scholars.
The organizing committee of the
conference has received 445 abstracts,
273 full texts. More than 312 scholars,
teachers and students from home and
abroad participated in this academic
exchange. To ensure the quality of
academic papers, the paper collection
committee consists of 8 experts, and
37 scholars are invited to review the
papers submitted. The proceedings
of the conference eventually included

215 academic papers (including 184
on the Chinese mainland, 31 abroad or
outside) written by researchers from
45 universities or research institutions
at home and abroad.

Conference bag of EBRA.

Proceedings of 13th EBRA.

The meeting on November 3 will
include the opening ceremony and
six keynote speeches. The13th EBRA
organizing committee has particularly
invited Mr. Ricardo Garcia Mira,
the president of the International
Association for People-Environment
Studies (IAPS); Mr. Andrew D.
Seidel, professor of University of
northern British Columbia, Canada;
Prof. Yokoyama Yurika, former
president of the Japanese society
for the environment(MERA); Mr.
Osaragi Toshihiro, professor of
Tokyo university of technology,
Japan, secretary general of Japan GIS
IAPS - BULLETIN 47 | WINTER 2019

society and “Sublimation scholar”
of central south university, Vice
chairman of indoor environment and
health branch of Chinese society for
environmental science as the keynote
speaker. The four keynote speakers are
selected here for introduction. Prof.
Ricardo Garcia Mira, with the title”
Environment-Behavior studies and
environmental policy: Knowledge coproduction approaches in transitions
towards sustainability.” Thinking
that research and policy on this
subject is not a simple field. Public
participation should be advocated
in addition to experts and scholars,
policy action should be based on the
knowledge system of social science,
decision-making should be rooted in
the operation mechanism of human
sociology, and democratic society
should have the deep potential to
supply the knowledge system. Prof.
Andrew D. Seidel, with the title“The
circuitous roller-coaster progress
of environment-behavior research”,
Thinking that today’s research will
no longer focus only on the human
and architectural environment,
but more on “sustainability” and
tells the history of environmental
behavior research, where it comes
from, what it becomes and where it
goes. Prof. Yokoyama Yurika, with
the title “Current themes of HumanEnvironment Research in Japan”, tell
about the topics of social concern in
Japan today include the reduction of
the population of children, the increase
of the number of unregulated houses,
the response to disasters and the
flexibility of living environment, the
improvement of the quality of working
environment and energy consumption.
Prof. Osaragi Toshihiro, with the
title“Spatiotemporal Information and
Human Behavior in the aftermath of a
Large Earthquake”, From the aspect of
empirical data research and analysis,
expound his research on disaster
prevention and mitigation after the
earthquake in Tokyo, Japan. Meanwhile,
it also studies the escape strategies
selected by people in the event of
disasters from the perspective of
individual social life and environmental
psychology, as well as the theoretical
exploration of disaster control effects
supported by space infrastructure.
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Prof. Ricardo Garcia Mira.

Prof. Andrew D. Seidel.

Prof. Yokoyama Yurika.

Prof. Osaragi Toshihiro.

The meeting on November 4 consists of three sub-sessions,
with more than 80 groups of academic reporting teams
presenting their presentations on 14 topics. At the end of
the presentation, Prof. Lu Wei (President of EBRA), Prof.
Luo Lingling (Vice President of EBRA), Prof. Zou Guangtian,

Prof. Li Bin, Prof. Xu Leiqing, A.P. He Hui(Executive Secretary
General of EBRA2018) jointly presented awards to 15
excellent paper winners. So far, the 13th International
Symposium on Environment-behavior Studies has been a
great success!

The photo of Venue.

Group photo of excellent paper winners.
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FUTURE
CONFERENCES

RUNNING OUT OF TIME. SETTING THE PACE FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
JUNE 21 - 26, 2020 QUÉBEC CITY, CANADA

In June 2020, IAPS will celebrate 50 years of
outstanding research on people-environment relations
in Québec City.
A very warm welcome.
Held for the first time in the Americas, IAPS’s biannual
conference will be a great opportunity to strengthen
networking across regions between researchers,
practitioners and decision makers concerned with quality
of life in human and natural environments. Taking place at
Laval University’s School of Architecture, located in the Old
Seminary in the heart of Quebec City’s historic old town,
a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the venue offers a unique
laboratory to reflect on how time interacts with space in the
making of our life environments.
The main theme of the conference is the oft-overlooked
aspect of TIME: short or long time; time that influences the
way we use our cities and buildings; time interrupted by life

events, natural disasters or human-made catastrophes; time
as a conceptual lens or a design parameter. We are “running
out of time” to take concrete steps to build sustainable and
equitable societies, improve people’s quality of life, and heal
our planet. We must therefore set the pace not only in order
to respond to immediate needs, but also the needs of future
generations.
The tasks ahead are complex. IAPS 2020 will bring
together people working across disciplines at understanding
people-environment relations in order to improve our way
of making a difference in shaping the future.
THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Carole Després, School of Architecture, Université Laval.
Sébastien Lord, School of Planning and Landscape
Architecture, Université de Montréal.
Denise Piché, School of Architecture, Université Laval.
Émilie Pinard, McEwen School of Architecture, Laurentian
University.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

iaps2020@conferium.com
https://www.iaps2020.com
We look forward to receiving your submission, and to
seeing you in Quebec City!
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ICEP 2021
SIRACUSA, ITALY. MAY 4TH – 7TH 2021

ICEP 2021
International Conference on Environmental Psychology
Siracusa - Italy
VENUES

Siracusa Municipal Theatre
Urban Center os Siracusa
CONFERENCE CHAIR

Prof. Giuseppe Carrus

ORGANIZING SECRETARIAT

http://grupposymposia.it

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

secretariat@icep2021.com
http://www.icep2021.com
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OBITUARY
DICK URBAN VESTBRO
(1940 – 2019)

Roderick J. Lawrence
Emeritus Professor at
the University of Geneve
(Swithzerland)
roderick.lawrence@unige.ch

Dick Urban Vestbro was born in Solna, Sweden, north of
the Stockholm city centre. He completed his undergraduate
education in architecture at the Royal Institute of
Technology (KTH) in Stockholm in 1965. After several years
living in African countries he was awarded a doctorate in
1975 from Lund University of Technology for his thesis
about “Social life and dwelling space: An analysis of three
house types on Dar es Salaam”.
Dick was an active member of IAPS from the early 1990s.
He was an elected Board Member from 1996 to 2000.
He attended numerous IAPS conferences and housing
network symposia. He was the principal organizer of the
IAPS Biannual Conference in Stockholm in 1996, and the
IAPS Housing Symposium on “Methodologies in Housing
Research” held at KTH in Stockholm in September 2003.

Before and during his academic career in Sweden Dick was
committed to promoting solidarity movements in Africa and
Sweden. He was committed to ethical values in architecture
and urban planning, especially in housing rights for the

poor, gender equality, and social justice. He was a strong
supporter of post-colonial liberation movements. He
was a founding member of Architecture Sans Frontières
International and actively contributed to teaching and
research in African countries. He supervised many African
students during their graduate and postgraduate studies
in Sweden. He was a member of other non-government
organizations including Architects, Designers and Planners
for Social Responsibility.
Dick was an active member of the Left Party in the City
Council of Stockholm from 1991 to 2002. He supported
rights of manual workers, and affordable housing for lowincome households by promoting co-housing. He held the
position of Professor of Building Functions Analysis at KTH
from 1999 to 2005. After his retirement he was nominated
Emeritus Professor.

I last met Dick at KTH in Stockholm on 13th May 2015 when
I was an external examiner for a the doctoral dissertation
of Alzar G. Ejigu, from Tanzania. Then, Dick was confined to
a wheelchair but his presence at that doctoral examination
was a reminder to all present of his commitment to
fundamental humane values. May he rest in peace.
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PUBLICATIONS

PUBLICATIONS 2018-2019
COLLECTED AND ORGANIZED BY ADRIANA PORTELLA
PAPERS

Adriana Araujo Portella
Professor at Federal University
of Pelotas, Brazil
Pos-doc in Planning at University College
London, UK
PhD. in Urban Design at Oxford Brookes
University, UK
adrianaportella@yahoo.com.br

• Akinjokun, A. A., Jusan, M. B. M., & Shahminan, R. N. B. R.
(2018). Place attachment and determinants of living
arrangement in the family house in Ibadan, Nigeria.
African Population Studies, 32 (3).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.11564/32-3-1239.

• Asilsoy, B. & Oktay, D. (2018). Exploring Environmental
Behaviour as The Major Determinant of Ecological
Citizenship. Sustainable Cities and Society, 39, pp. 765-771.
• Asvatourian, V., Craig, T., Horgan, G. W., Kyle, J., &
Macdiarmid, J. I. (2018). Relationship between
pro-environmental attitudes and behaviour and
dietary intake patterns. Sustainable Production and
Consumption, 16, pp. 216-226.

• Balundé, A., Perlaviciute, G., & Steg, L. (2019). The
relationship between people’s environmental
considerations and pro-environmental behavior
in Lithuania. Frontiers in Psychology: Environmental
Psychology, 10, 2319.
DOI: 10.3389/fpsyg.2019.02319.

• Batel, S. and Devine-Wright, P. (2018). Populism, identities
and responses to energy infrastructures at different
scales in the United Kingdom: A post-Brexit reflection.
Energy Research and Social Science. Special Issue on
Sustainable energy transformations in an age of populism,
post-truth politics, and local resistance, 43, pp. 41-47.
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• Bauwens, T. and Devine-Wright, P. (2018). Positive
energies? An empirical study of community energy
participation and attitudes to renewable energy.
Energy Policy, 118, pp. 612-625.

• Bertoldo, R., Mays, C., Böhm, G., Poortinga, W., Poumadère,
M., Tvinnereim, E., Pidgeon, N. (2019). Scientific truth
or debate: On the link between perceived scientific
consensus and belief in anthropogenic climate change.
Public Understanding of Science, 28 (7), pp. 778–796.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1177/0963662519865448.
• Bethelmy L. C. & Corraliza José A. (2019). Transcendence
and Sublime Experience in Nature: Awe and Inspiring
Energy. Frontiers in Psychology, 10, 509.
DOI: 10.3389/fpsyg.2019.00509 (https://www.
frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.00509).

• Beute, F. & de Kort, Y. A. W. (2018). Stopping the train of
thought. A pilot study using an Ecological Momentary
Intervention with twice-daily exposure to natural
versus urban scenes to lower stress and rumination.
Applied Psychology: Health and Well-Being, 10 (2), pp.
236-253.
• Beute, F. & de Kort, Y. A. W. (2018). The Natural Context
of Wellbeing: Ecological Momentary Assessment of
the influence of nature and daylight on affect and
stress for individuals with depression levels varying
from none to clinical. Health and Place, 49, pp. 7-18.

• Beute, F. & de Kort, Y. A. W. (2019). Thinking of Nature;
Associations with natural versus urban environments
and their relation to preference. Landscape Research,
44: 4, pp. 374-392.
DOI: 10.1080/01426397.2018.1457144.

• Bhushan, N., Mohnert, F., Jans, L., Sloot, D., Albers, C., &
Steg, L. (2019). Using a Gaussian Graphical Model to
explore relationships between items and variables
in environmental psychology research. Frontiers in
Psychology, 10: 1050.
DOI: 10.3389/fpsyg. 2019.01050.

• Blaison, C., Kastendieck, T. M., Ramadier, T., Hess, U.
(2019). Hotspots and Borders Interact in People´s
Affective Perception of Their Environment, Journal of
environmental psychology, vol. 65 (preprint).
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jenvp.2019.101337.
• Bouman, T., & Steg, L. (2019). Motivating society-wide
pro-environmental change. One Earth, 1 (1), 27-30.
DOI: 10.1016/j.oneear.2019.08.002.
• Bowes, M., Keller, P., Rollins, R., & Gifford, R. (2018).
Habits, beaches, dogs, and leashes: Noncompliance.
Parks, 24, pp. 119-130.

• Brown, K. Adger, N.A., Devine-Wright, P., Anderise, J.,
Barr, S. Bousquet, F., Butler, C., Evans, L., Marshall, N.
and Quinn, T. (2019). Empathy, place and identity
interactions for sustainability. Global Environmental
Change, 56, pp. 11-17.
• Brügger, A., & Höchli, B. (2019). The role of attitude
strength in behavioral spillover: Attitude matters
— but not necessarily as a moderator. Frontiers in
Psychology, 10, pp. 1–24.
• Brügger, A., & Pidgeon, N. F. (2018). Spatial framing,
existing associations and climate change beliefs.
Environmental Values, 27, pp. 559–584.

• Brügger, A., Dorn, M. H., Messner, C., & Kaiser, F. G. (2019).
Conformity within the Campbell paradigm. Social
Psychology, 50, pp. 133–144.
• Chamilothori, K., Chinazzo, G., Rodrigues, J., Dan-Glauser,
E. S., Wienold, J., & Andersen, M. (2019). Subjective
and physiological responses to facade and sunlight
pattern geometry in virtual reality. Building and
Environment, 150, pp. 144-155.
• Chamilothori, K., Wienold, J., & Andersen, M. (2019).
Adequacy of immersive virtual reality for the
perception of daylit spaces: Comparison of real and
virtual environments. Leukos, 15 (2-3), pp. 203-226.

• Cherrie, M, Shortt, N, Mitchell, R, Taylor, A, Redmond, P,
Ward Thompson, C, Starr, J, Deary, I & Pearce, J. (2018).
Green Space and cognitive ageing: a retrospective
life course analysis in the Lothian Birth Cohort 1936.
Social Science & Medicine, vol. 196, pp. 56-65.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.socscimed.2017.10.038.

• Cherrie, M, Shortt, N, Ward Thompson, C, Deary, I & Pearce,
J (2019). Association Between the Activity Space
Exposure to Parks in Childhood and Adolescence and
Cognitive Aging in Later Life. International Journal of
Environmental Research and Public Health.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph16040632.
• Churchman, A. (2019). How can we contribute to the
spatial planning system? In C. Illin and F.. Lobont
(eds.), Transition to sustainable societies. IAPS PeopleEnvironment Studies Collection EUV.
• Collado, S., Staats, H., & Sancho, P. (2019). Normative
influences on adolescents’ self-reported proenvironmental behaviors: The role of parents and
friends. Environment & Behavior, 51, 288-314.
DOI: 10.1177/0013916517744591.

• Colley, K.& Craig, T. (2019). Natural places: Perceptions
of wildness and attachment to local greenspace.
Journal of Environmental Psychology, 61, pp. 71-78.
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• Corraliza, J.A & Collado, S. (2019). Ecological awareness
and children environmental experience. Papeles del
Psicólogo/Psychologist Papers, 40 (3), pp.190-196.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.23923/pap.psicol2019.2896
(http://www.psychologistpapers.com).

• Cowell, R. and Devine-Wright, P. (2018). A ‘deliverydemocracy dilemma’? Mapping and explaining
policy change for public engagement with energy
infrastructure. Journal of Environmental Policy &
Planning, 20, pp. 499-517.

• Cox, D., Hudson, H., Plummer, K., Siriwardena, G.,
Anderson, K., Hancock, S., Devine-Wright, P. and Gaston,
K. (2018). Covariation in urban birds provides
cultural services or disservices and people. Journal of
Applied Ecology, pp.1-12.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.1111/1365-2664.13146.
• Craig, T., Fischer, A., & Lorenzo-Arribas, A. (2018).
Shopping versus Nature? An Exploratory Study of
Everyday Experiences. Frontiers in Psychology, 9.
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F., Bonaiuto, M., Bonnes, M., Dumitru, A. & Mira, R. G.
(2019). Transmission of pro-environmental norms
in large organizations. Sustainable Production and
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DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.spc.2019.02.010.

• Creamer, E., Taylor Aiken, G., van Veelen, B., Walker, G.
and Devine-Wright, P. (2019). Community renewable
energy: what does it do? Reflecting on Walker and
Devine-Wright (2008) ten years on. Energy Research
and Social Science, 57, 101223.

• Curl, A, Tilley, S & Van Cauwenberg, J. (2018). Walking
with Older Adults as a Geographical Method. In: A Curl
& C Musselwhite (eds), Geographies of Transport and
Ageing. Palgrave Macmillan, pp. 171-195.
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• De Kort, Y. A. W.(2019). Theoretical considerations
when planning research on human factors in lighting
LEUKOS. The Journal of the Illuminating Engineering
Society of North America.

• de Sousa Silva, C, Viegas, I, Pangopoulos, T & Bell, S.
(2018). Environmental Justice in Accessibility to Green
Infrastructure in Two European Cities, Land, vol. 7, 134.
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Method for Evaluating Options for Motif Detection in
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constructing community benefit fund boundaries for
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• Devine-Wright, P., Smith, J. and Batel, S. (2019). Positive
parochialism, local belonging and ecological
concerns: revisiting Common Ground’s Parish
Maps project. Transactions of the Institute of British
Geographers, 44 (2), pp.407-421.
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origins of young adult environmental behavior.
Psychological Science, 29, pp.679-687.
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• Ge, J.; Polhill, J.G.; Craig, T. (2018). Too much of a good
thing? Using a spatial agent-based model of transport
to evaluate workplace sharing programs in Aberdeen.
Journal of Transport Geography, 69, pp.83-97.

• Höchli, B., Brügger, A., Abegglen, R., & Messner, C. (2019).
Using a goal theoretical perspective to reduce
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